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Considered to be the oldest shinto
shrine in Japan, Ise Shrine is rebuilt
every twenty years from entirely new
wood. This reflects the japanese
consciousness that materiality and
substance are not permanently fixed
to one another, which is the complete
opposite of western consciousness.

“It has been remarked that Tokyo’s
street pattern, despite social revolution, disaster, and time itself, has
continued to resemble that of Edo,
and architect Maki Fumihiko has
demonstrated how contemporary
Tokyo retains 19th-century Edo in the
patterns of the winding streets. These
remain basically unchanged, and the
town-like groupings conforming to the
topography remain true to Edo-period
antecedents.”

Tokyo is full of overlapping circulation
networks. Subways run underneath
roads are covered by pedestrian
bridges, which are covered by expressways, which are covered by rail
lines overhead. This is due to the high
land value and high property ownership of Tokyo, which make expansive
projects very difficult.

For years, the Japanese have relied
on exports to support their economy...
but exports have dried up given the
severe recession in the global economy, especially in the US. In the last
six months, Japan has lost almost a
quarter of a trillion dollars in export
revenue.

Tokyo has a continued history of making the most economical use of its
land by burying, elevating and stacking circulation systems. It comes as
no surprise then that the north-east
intersection near hamarikuteien park
is currently under construction to create a pedestrian parkway above the
buried intersection.

At a foundation contractors international conference, delegates heard
that as the development cycle of
city centre sites is cut to as little as
25 years, the ground underneath is
becoming more congested with old
foundations. In some cases, installing
new ones is becoming impossible or
hugely expensive.

Japan is currently juggling with issues
of national identity and international
relations. Every year nations around
the world observe if major Japanese
political figures visit Yasukuni shrine
to pay respects the fallen of WW2. If
a visit is paid, this is taken to to imply nationalist tendencies. If not, it is
implied that politicians are seeking
to build new international relations
wholeheartedly.

“...at the deepest level, it seems clear
that children are manifesting the same
uncertainty about themselves that
plagues their parents and the rest of
the adults in Japanese society today”

“...the type of space addressed here
can be defined as follows: “Commercial settings that provide immediate
public admittance to non-supervised
and fully-equipped personal space by
charging the user a low price by short
increments of time”.

“The Metabolist movement of the
1960s set out to create a city that was
sustainable and expandable based
on a core of lifelines and capsules of
personal space that could be renewed
after a cycle of a certain number of
years. But what we’re doing in the
2000s is renewing each grain of texture in the city...”

“The ideal is not a system in which
the physical structure of the city is at
the mercy of unpredictable change.
The ideal is a kind of master form
which can move into ever new states
of equilibrium and yet maintain visual
consistency and a sense of containing
order in the long run”

“The model of the tree is hierarchical
and centralised, whereas the rhizome
is proliferating and serial, functioning
by means of the principles of connection and heterogeneity...The rhizome
is a multiplicity”

“These structures are fratals, objects
which are self-similar at successive
scales, forming clusters whoe distribution follows scaling or power laws
according to a strict hierarchy and
frequency of sizes.”

- John marks

- Fumihiko Maki

“Central to the concept of the rhizome
is the principle of “becoming”, of forming a relation with the other...”

“The general idea is to specify rules
that are both realistic and optimal,
that do not break the process of ordinary decision-making but mutate and
interact to produce good designs”

Much like the game of Go, in which
certain adjacencies between stones
dictate reactions from opposing players, Conway’s game of life opperates
on simple adjacency logics to create
complex cellular automata. For example, one rule may state that any live
cell with fewer than two live neighbors
dies, or any live cell with more than
three live neighbors dies.

By observing biological growth models (particularly rhizomatic plants) on
a cellular scale, it can be inferred that
cells follow a fractal logic and survive
by forming complex relations not with
the homogenoues adjacent cells, but
with the heterogenous cells. These
relations tend to occur in non-centralized forms and layers.

- John Nathan, Japan Unbound

The average Japanese house has a
life expectancy of 26 years (compare
this to the 100 year life expectancy of
an English house). High inheritance
taxes pressure lot owners into subdivision, resulting in citywide fragmentation and small lots. Combined with the
freedom of being programmatically
unzoned, the city becomes a wholly
functioning system of disintegrated
cells that can easily be replaced to
adapt to the current situation.

“Perhaps also the Japanese tend,
more openly than most people, to
avail themselves of the advantages
of module “thinking”. This way of
thought (make units of everything,
reduce everything to bite-size pieces)
distinguishes all Japanese domestic
architecture (old and new), where my
tatami mat or my new plastic bathroom shell are interchangeable with
yours”

Since 1990, Japan has had 14 different political leaders (compared to the
4 of the US and UK).

As economic pressures make it
harder for people to afford housing,
many Japanese workers are turning
to internet cafes. By renting small unit
spaces, these cyber homeless are
able to find a sheltered place to sleep
for relatively cheap. Many cafe’s, in
recognizing this growing trend, are
expanding their services to include
amenities such as showers, food and
drink. It’s difficult to know how many
cyber homeless there are, as most
cafe’s are unwilling to talk.

- Neil Leach, Digital Cities

- Neil Spiller, on Micheal Batty’s work

In plants and animals there are meristem and stem cells (respectively)
which operate on principles of selfrenewal and potency (capacity to differentiate into specialized cell types)
to act as the basic cell building blocks
for life forms. These highly potent
cells follow certain lineages to develop into cells that carry out specific
organism functions. In adult animals
these cells are less potent and centralized, where as in adult plants they
are highly potent and decentralized.

“It proposes the model of nature as
the generating force of architectural
form. The profligate prototyping and
awesome creative power of natural
evolution are emulated by creating
virtual architectural models which
respond to changing environments.
Successful developments are encouraged and evolved. Architecture
is considered as a form of artificial
life, subject, like the natural world, to
principles of morphogenesis, genetic
coding, replication and selection.”
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2010-2020 The growth process is off to a slow start gaining a foothold as the first
cultural epicenter in the area in the form of an experimental theater arts collective.
Current program includes two theaters, cafe, restaurant and support programs aimed at
functioning as a social stimulator through performer residency, short term lodging, and
theater arts vocational studies.

Experimental performing arts
Performer residence
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ETFE Panel
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Edge frame
captures components and
bolts to base
frame

Crane Types

Mobile Crane

Tower Crane

Telescopic BMU Crane

Lift Capacity

10 - 220 tons typical unit
10-55 tons for city unit

220 tons at base
18 tons at max jib length

90-100 tons

Jib Reach

30-60 meters

70 meters

3.5 - 12.5 meter (small)
12.5 - 35 meters (large)

LCD

en
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Footprint

4 x 4 meters for temporary 10 x 10 x 1.3 meters for
setup
foundation

2 x 3 meters for small
4 x 6 meters for large

Set Up Time

30 minutes

always ready

2 - 3 days if foundation is
set

For buildings taller than 60 meters
BMU Hybrid
- uses remote control telescopic crane for construction and mainentance
- utlizes tower mast with climber to keep up with growth of building
- mast becomes reinforced by vertical landscape inside building
- hoist occupies inside of mast, serving as building vertical circulation elevator

tskuji station

tskuji station
shinbashi station

Theater arts vocation training

Dividual space and housing

2.3. Dividual program must not be adjacent to domestic program

Multimedia and Video arts

Public Theaters and show spaces

1.1 - Ensures all pods have access
to circulation and natural air & light

ETEF face panel

Frame and wiring
package
Mobile crane and conceptual hybrid of telescopic
crane on hoist equiped tower mast

Base frame

LANDSCAPE OPERATIONS

Woven carbon fiber
plenum structure

POD RULES

Dormitory
Education Labs

Building clearance space for reconfiguration

Base frame

Woven carbon fiber
plenum structure

Vertical encloser ground to tower
transition forms enclosure for egress shaft

Tokyo is filled with
automobile
hardscape that
runs wild in an
un-uniformed grid
system. The
growth of the
landscape will be
dictated by this
un-unified
infrastructure.

Art Galley and Exhibition space
Artist residency
Installation workshops
Library

+

Raised to allow
cars on street level
to pass below it.

+

Expansion Development
Less Recent

Joinery acting in
TENSION
STATIC: Joineries are working in compression.

Diagram 2.0
Objects that are stacked onto each other act in compression, as the forces move
towards the ground, when one of the objects in the stack is removed, to keep the
stack from falling tensile forces will be activated to keep the structure stable.

Electronic Stability Program (ESP) is a computerized
technology that improves the safety of a vehicle's
stability by detecting and minimizing skids. When
ESC detects loss of steering control, it automatically
applies the brakes to help "steer" the vehicle where
the driver intends to go. Braking is automatically
applied to individual wheel, such as the outer front
wheel to counter oversteer or the inner rear wheel
to counter understeer. Some ESC systems also
reduce engine power until control is regained.

The prototype structure changes shape in a
controlled way by filling pneumatic muscles with air
that then pull opposing structural elements
together, causing the skin to become rigid and
change shape. By controlling the activity of each
actuator different regions of the structure can be
shaped in response to local stimuli or as a
pre-programmed activity. We envisage these
dynamic spaces as places in which people can
come together and engage in fun and interesting
ways.

Automated stiffeners activate to
compensate for tensial forces
Diagram 2.1
Objects that are stacked onto each other act in compression, as the forces move
towards the ground, when one of the objects in the stack is removed, to keep the
stack from falling tensile forces will be activated to keep the structure stable.

Oversteer

Compensating
moment

Desired
course

Diagram 3.0
In case of emergencies (Earthquakes, terrorist attacks, tsunami, structural failures,
etc.) the building can be smart and locate where majority of the live loads are and
strengthen the structure with pneumatic grippers.

Breaking
force

DYNAMIC: When a module is removed, certain cubes are left hanging. The joineries
activate and create a cantilever-type component to allow the structure to hold.

Horizontal and Vertical Green
Space
-Extends from park overlapping with
commercial and live house programs
-Bridges to third floor with ped and bike path
-Rain water collection for grey treatment

Elevator shafts
and landing system

Theater locations
(programmatic epicenter)

SITE PLOT

1.4 - Ensures adequate continuos chain for vertical load path to travel

= 1 unit of pod space

Ginza area continues to provide high end goods to “Tokyo elite”. For hundreds of years it
has been associated with wealth, riches and consumption. Projected increase of already
present art culture and galley exhibition poping up throughout.

Diagram 1.0
Information path that would allow the smart system to provide structural stability to
the stacks.

LIVE HOUSE

(plan view)

1.3 - Ensures adequate egress

Stacks

Programmatic epicenters of tower
allowed by voids from clustering
unit logic

EL: >4.5m.

tskuji station

Shiodome area continues to be a center for corporation and large television networks
such as “MTV” and “Japanese Television Company”

Structural Grippers

Removal

NORTHERN
EXTENSION

(elevation view)

tskuji station

Control Unit
Disaster!

BUILDING SYSTEMS

Density Overlay

2060-2080 The Network occupies 4 previously city infrastructure spaces allowing for
the placement of programmatic epicenters and necessary support spaces and systems.
Growing and expanding as a cultural instigator for the area, the mixed media arts
network invites new talent and new user groups to stimulate the environment with
experimental ideas from inside Tokyo and afar.

APPLICATION:

This type of technology may be applied to architecture, and can possibly tell a computer system where
people are within the building at a given time to
allow the building to know where it needs to
reinforce the structure in case of an earthquake or
other natural disasters.
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1.2 - Minimizes reliance on any one pod

DIAGRAMS:

Joinery acting in
COMPRESSION

ETEF face panel

Remote signal
Receiver

A pneumatic gripper is a specific type of pneumatic
actuator that typically involves either parallel or
angular motion of surfaces that will grip an object.
When combined with other pneumatic, electric, or
hydraulic components, the gripper can be used as
part of a "pick and place" system that will allow a
component to be picked up and placed somewhere
else as part of a manufacturing system.
Some grippers act directly on the object they are
gripping based on the force of the air pressure
supplied to the gripper, while others will use a
mechanism such as a gear or toggle to leverage the
amount of force applied to the object being gripped.

Google Maps uses crowdsourcing to get live updates
on traffic conditions. The mobile phones in automobiles send bits of information to Google who then
translate that information to communicate with the
world about the present traffic conditions.

Electronic Stability Program (ESP)

Flexible low profile LCD
Panel

2.2. D-pods may mature into domestic,
commercial or offices pods, depending
on programmatic adjacencies (of surrounding pods) and repeated user preferences.

1.4. The entire bottom face of a small
pod must rest on the pod below it. For
medium and large pods, at least a quarter
of the bottom face must rest on the pod(s)
below it.

Internet spaces

(plan view)

Near Demolition

Crowdsourcing (Google Maps)

Edge frame
captures components and
bolts to base
frame

2.1. All pods start out as d-pods (dividual pods)

1.3. Minimum of one entry must face
interior void space (circulation) for every
32 units of habitable pod space

shinbashi station shinbashi station

Building Age

PRECEDENTS:

Pneumatic Grippers

Van Alen Institute by Office for Robotic Architectural Media and the Bureau for Responsive
Architecture (ORAMBRA)

Frame and wiring
package

tskuji station tskuji station

tskuji station

SMART SYSTEMS

Manuel Oh // 4A Studio_Tokyo
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Replaces film component

Remote signal
LCD assembly wire
Receiver
harness

Pod Program Development Rules

1.2. Two pods of equal size may not
share one entire face

Short term lodging

PARKING

Openings to create
a connection back
to the city.

More Recent

The immediate site area and adjacencies are comprised of a tighter woven fabric with
smaller scale built components. Projected continuation of the spill over from other
districts in the form of rentable office space, art and entertainment spaces, housing and
affiliates of the dispersed T. V. network and postproduction industries.

2010

Radiant film component

Base frame

x

s
en

1.5. Medium and Large pods must
share at least half of a horizontal face
with any adjacent pod(s).

1.1. One whole face, opposite the entry
face, must always be exposed to the exterior of the building

EXPANSION DIAGRAM

Just Rebuilt / Renovated
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Pod Adjacency Rules

hamarikuteien

Static City Element
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POD OPERATIONS

higashiginza station
higashiginza station
shinbashi station
shinbashi station

hamarikuteien
hamarikuteien
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COMPONENT SCALE

higashiginza station

tskuji station

hamarikuteien

Dim

Automobile
Hardscape:

matsuzakaya
department store
higashiginza station

shinbashi station
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GRIP- CUB
PING ES

Flexible low profile LCD
Panel

matsuzakaya matsuzakaya
department store
department store

matsuzakaya
matsuzakaya
department store department store

ETFE Roll Form

ETFE Roll Form

higashiginza station higashiginza station higashiginza station
higashiginza station
matsuzakaya
department store
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LCD assembly wire
harness

FUTURE-FUTURE TOKYO

2040-2060 Expanding closer to the Shinbashi station the system allocates newly
acquired city infrustructural space to sustainable technologies such as water treatment
and cogeneration plants allowing the network to emerge as a self sustainable autonomous
Grouping of various scales programs and territories.

matsuzakaya
department store

Jib Reach Capacities

core ceases to exist

Manga reading

matsuzakaya
department store

LCD

m
en

core is seperate from components

High-Speed Vehicular

Transport Hub Attractors

sio
n

Neo-Metabolist

FUTURE TOKYO
core and components are entwined

60 meter max

sio
n
Replaces film compo=
ne>nt
x

Paleo-Metabolist

Karaoke spaces

Historical Attractors

For buildings shorter than 60 meters
Mobile Crane
- setup occurs in small streets for minimal traffic disruption
- crane only present during construction/reconfiguration

Load Capacities

ETFE Panel

Di

SKIN MEDIA

2020-2040 The system has expanded to adapt for longer term housing and to support
the growing need for supplementary space for short term use as a commodity, the
dividual.

Rail Transit

Radiant film component

Base frame

Crane Systems

Major Vehicular

CONSTRUCTION INTEGRATED SYSTEM

m
en

FUTURE-FUTURE TOKYO

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT

Pedestrian

- Neil Spiller, on John Frazer’s work

>x

FUTURE

CIRCULATORY NETWORK ANALYSIS
Meiji Period River

- Tokyo Metabolizing

TECHNOLOGIES

“Neo tokyo is going to change. In all respects, this city is saturated. It’s like an overripe fruit. And within it is a new seed. We only need to wait for the wind which will
make it fall.”

DEVELOPMENT OVER TIME

- Jorge Caballero Yoshiharu Tsukamoto

- Donald Richie, Tokyo Megacity

John N Bohn // SCI-ARC Japan Studio // Time & Technology Seminar

Neo-Metabolist

- BBC

EXPANSION

On one end of the spectrum races the fast-paced change of a high-density, high-tech civilization, perpetually propelling itself into the future. The average Japanese
home is rebuilt every 26 years (as opposed to the 100 of an English home). Since the economic collapse of 1990, Japan has had 14 different heads of government (compare this to 4 of the US and UK) and fallen victim to waves of youth violence and classroom breakdown, leading to drastic education reforms. It is not at all uncommon
for former Tokyo residents to revisit an area and get lost because of all the buildings torn down and put up in the interim. In the presence of such a flux environment, its
little wonder there should arise a national identity crisis.
On the other end of the spectrum lies a reverence for what little of the past remains sacred, not simply as things that exist in physical space, but places that transcend time to occupy the space of the mind. This is best exemplified by Ise shrine, which is held to be the oldest shrine in Japan, yet it is rebuilt from entirely new materials every 20 years. Tokyo’s roads, despite the constant rebuilding that has taken place over centuries, remain in much the same place since the Edo period. As the
city has expanded over time, Tokyo’s parks and gardens have risen beyond the appreciation of the imperial family to become an indispensible part of every citizen’s life.
These static city elements may not be completely immune to change, but it must be recognized that the life cycle of such infrastructure long outlives its surrounding environment.
The Metabolists of the 1960’s, having recognized the effects of continuous change, aimed to create permanence by embedding change within architecture. This
resulted in two separate building components, the core and the plug-in program, representing a shift in thought from plugging entire buildings in and out of lots. However,
the looming destruction of the obsolete capsule tower is a sure sign that the separation of building components at such a large scale does not encompass the needs of a
changing, adaptable society.
To meet the needs of a clashing Tokyo, metabolism must be pushed one step further by creating an architecture that is both highly adaptable to everyday change,
yet firmly rooted to the static urban fabric of the city. Building components must release their reliance upon the centralized service infrastructure that is the core and instead rely upon one another as a rhizomatic whole. In doing so, components are capable of plugging in and out of an overall building scheme that is not only capable of
supporting a wide variety of program and infrastructure, but holds the potential to expand to adjacent lots as they become available. Driven by the surrounding static city
elements, this expansion allows for the growth of a green landscape network that becomes just as invaluable to the city as the places it connects. In effect, metabolism
no longer looks just to the future, but the past and present as well.

Metabolist

- Tim Chapman, UK consultant ARUP

- Yoshiharu Tsukamoto, Tokyo Metabolizing

SMART STRUCTURES (OF THE FUTURE)

Paleo-Metabolist

The city of Tokyo is a rabid mixture of fluid and static elements.

“A foundation reuse time bomb will
hit every major city in the world in 10
years”

“Hence the English word ‘dividual’
contains both the meanings of
‘shared’ and ‘divided’, basic characteristics of the space addressed.”

John N Bohn | SCI-ARC Japan Studio | TT Seminar

- Donald Richie, Tokyo Megacity

In January, Japan’s exports
plunged nearly 47% leading to a trade
deficit of $9 billion. This is Japan’s
first trade deficit in 13 years and its
biggest deficit in 25 years.

When asked what they hoped to
accomplish in their lives, an eighth
grade class broke down in tears at
the reality that they had no sense of
themselves.

+

Alignment
along street
axis:

(section view)

SOUTHERN
EXTENSION

Axis of streets,
expressways, etc.
will play a role in
the park.

2020

The vacant Tskuiji site will be planned as a government center and never built due to
location disadvantages and alternate stimulus funding packages. The site is projected to
be a center for mixed media culture.

+
(section view)

Space Units
-Provide a systematic approach to the
organization of interior space as well as a
strategy for future vertical expansion
-Unit structure and organization satisfies all
vertical loading criteria
-Modulate natural light

1.5 - Ensures adequate bracing against lateral loads

2010 District program
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Underground Parking Space
Industrial
Residential

(plan view)
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PROGRAM RULES

Green Space

2.1 - Dividual program develops into specific program
based on particular repeated use and established
programatic adjacencies
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STEP 1

commercial

Hotel
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CONFIGURATION CHANGES
STEP 2

STEP 3

Ground circulation and expansion
system
-Hardscape terrain provides circulation horizontally through street level programs as well as
vertically through towers
-Creates a structural system for vertical green
space throughout towers
-Forms a network of circulation infrastructure for
pedestrian and bicycle traffic

STEP 4

office

Asahi News
c
edi

2.3

Reused parking infrastructure
-Provides leisure space for user groups on
top as a programed terrain
-Functions as utility support program by
conditioning and treating waste water from
program spaces as well as providing heat and
power

residential

Educational
si
Re

Carbon fiber manifold
-Water distribution
-Grey/waste collection
-Electrical distribution
-Light weight embedded LCD assemblies
allow the skin to function as a visual interface.
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POINTS OF
INTERESTS

Reusable Building Foundations

adjacencies example
(plan view)

(diagram)
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2.2 - Programatic adjacencies depend on activation times of programs involved
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Pods start out in initial
configuration

12

Pods that are actively in use
are encouraged to develop
into more specific program
Pods that neglected become
“bored” and are encouraged
to change configuration

programatic adjacencies
(diagramatic)

ACTIVATED SPACE

NEUTRAL SPACE

Building system suggests
new configuration based on
other succesful configurations in the building

If new configuration is
actively used by community,
it goes on to develop into
more specific space.

NEGLECTED SPACE

If new configuration is
neglected, process is
repeated from step 2 until
successful configuration is
established

PLAN

SECTION
performance hall

5 sqm.

support unit type 2
2 sqm.
2 sqm.

support unit type 1

2060

support unit type 1

2050
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EV.

5 sqm.

support unit type 2

mechanical space

UP

UP

UP

2 sqm.

5 sqm.

support unit type 2

support unit type 1
EV.

5 sqm.

5 sqm.

support unit type 2

support unit type 2

programatic epitecenter

black box theater
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Typical Floor Plan @ 1:250
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parking below
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2080

support unit type 1
2 sqm.

entrance to parking

support unit type 1
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support unit type 2
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support unit type 2
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support unit type 2
2 sqm.
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